TOP

10 REASONS

to attend the 2017 Government IT Symposium
“I would say that the most valuable part was that what I attended
will strongly help me as an individual both professionally and
personally. Great take aways, great materials.”
		

- 2016 Symposium Attendee
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Excellent value for the level of education. As a Symposium attendee, you will have access to 16 hours
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Immediate return on investment. Take back to work the latest insights and how-to knowledge, plus have access
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of educational and keynote sessions, 16 hours of innovation center and vendor access, and up to 7 hours of colleague
networking – all for a fraction of the cost of similar industry conferences.

to shareable conference session documentation available at the conference, on the conference website and mobile app.

Content aligned to your job role. Whatever your role, the IT Symposium has 5 subject-specific tracks focused
content and takeaways tailored to your role and priorities.
Tap into cross-sector expertise in one place at one time. Get the latest research, models and insights
from a number of content experts from the public, civic and private sectors.

Be inspired by and be ready for innovation. The 2017 Symposium will feature demonstrations and

discussions of cutting edge and products and initiatives that can support our collective goal of improving services and
outcomes.

Engage in forward-thinking conversations and content. This year’s Symposium will focus on IT

innovations, collaboration, services, technologies, and security.

Leverage others’ experiences. This year we are introducing the Golden GOVIT Awards, which recognize
individuals, government agencies and other public sector institutions that have advanced government technology through
collaboration, innovation and service. View and hear from winners of the Golden GOVIT Award nominees at the event.
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Efficient vendor access. Access a broad range of top private sector business partners through a dedicated exhibit
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Everyone in your organization can benefit. With discounted group registration rates and access to

hall staffed with knowledgeable experts, hands-on vendor demos, and numerous vendor solution workshop sessions.
web-based information, the Symposium will deliver value long after the event.

Get out of the office and get inspired. Getting out of the office lets you focus on tough problems and possible
solutions in the most efficient way possible: fully immersed in an expertise-rich, innovative-driven, how-to environment.

“There is something for everyone. There are so many tracks and great
sessions, that this is my favorite conference to attend each year.”
- Returning Attendee

For more information on the IT Symposium, visit:

mngts.org/itsym

“The sessions were
informative and interesting. All the
sessions I attended gave me
something to take back to the office.”
- 2016 Symposium Attendee

